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Unidirectional photonic edge states arise at the interface between two topologically-distinct photonic crystals.
Here, we demonstrate a micron-scale GaAs photonic ring resonator, created using a spin Hall-type topological
photonic crystal waveguide. Embedded InGaAs quantum dots are used to probe the mode structure of the
device. We map the spatial profile of the resonator modes, and demonstrate control of the mode confinement
through tuning of the photonic crystal lattice parameters. The intrinsic chirality of the edge states makes
them of interest for applications in integrated quantum photonics, and the resonator represents an important
building block towards the development of such devices with embedded quantum emitters.
The integration of quantum photonic elements on chip
presents a highly promising route to the realisation of
scalable quantum devices. A key requirement of such an
approach is the development of optical waveguides ex-
hibiting low loss and negligible back scatter.1 Recently,
topological waveguides have emerged as a new class of
photonic device enabling the robust propagation of light
on chip.2–10 At the interface between two topologically-
distinct photonic crystals (PhCs), counter-propagating
edge states of opposing helicity arise, which are ideal
for optical waveguiding.5,10–13 Significant developments
in this field include the demonstration of efficient guiding
of light around tight corners,4,14–16 robust transport de-
spite the presence of defects,17 and integration with pas-
sive optical elements including nanobeam waveguides15
and grating couplers.4 Compatibility with embedded
quantum emitters such as quantum dots (QDs) has
been demonstrated, and used to probe the waveguide
transmission.4,14 Recently, chiral coupling of a QD to a
topological waveguide was demonstrated.4,18 This is a re-
sult of the intrinsic helicity of the edge states and is of
great interest for chiral quantum optics.19
Here, we use a spin Hall-type topological waveguide to
create a GaAs topological photonic ring resonator, and
probe its mode structure using embedded InGaAs QDs.
We map the spatial dependence of the confined modes of
the resonator, and demonstrate that perturbation of the
PhC lattice can be used to tune the lateral confinement
of the modes.
A schematic of the PhC forming the basis of our topo-
logical ring resonator is shown in Fig. 1a. The unit
cell of the PhC consists of six triangular air holes of
side length s, etched into a GaAs membrane of thick-
ness h. A two-dimensional PhC lattice is created using
a hexagonal array of unit cells with period a = s/0.31.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic showing two unit cells of an unper-
turbed topological photonic crystal (PhC). The triangles rep-
resent air holes. A two-dimensional PhC is formed using a
triangular lattice of unit cells, with pitch a. (b) Band struc-
ture of the unperturbed lattice, revealing a Dirac cone at the
Γ point. Points of high symmetry in the Brillouin zone are
shown in the schematic to the right. (c,d) Schematic of (c)
expanded and (d) shrunken unit cells. The band structure for
a PhC formed from such a unit cell is also shown. In each case
a bandgap is opened at the Γ point. (e) Schematic of an inter-
face formed between expanded and shrunken unit cells. Edge
modes are seen to cross the bandgap in this case. The param-
eters used for the band structure calculations were refractive
index = 3.4, h=170nm, s=140nm, a=445nm, Re=156nm and
Rs=141nm.
A key parameter of the lattice is the distance R from
the origin of the unit cell to the centre of each triangu-
lar aperture, with a graphene-like structure formed when
R = R0 = a/3. We model the structure using a commer-
cially available 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
electromagnetic simulator20, and show that in this case
the PhC band structure exhibits a Dirac cone at the Γ
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2FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the ring resonator. (b) Mode spec-
trum at the resonator interface, determined using FDTD sim-
ulation. Fabry-Pe´rot modes can be seen within the topologi-
cal bandgap (shaded). (c) Spatially-resolved electric field in-
tensity (linear scale) in the plane of the device, for the modes
labelled in (b). For modes within the bandgap (panels 1-3),
confinement of light at the interface is clearly seen. No inter-
face mode is observed outside of the bandgap (panel 4). The
electric field intensity is evaluated within the white dashed
region in (a). Scale bar 2µm.
point, as shown in Fig. 1b.
However, when a perturbation is introduced such that
R 6= a/3, a bandgap is opened at the Γ point. This
is shown for the case of PhCs formed using either ex-
panded (Re > R0) or shrunken (Rs < R0) unit cells
in Fig. 1c-d. Using FDTD, we determine the band-
width of the PhC bandgap for a perturbation of either
Re/R0 = 1.05 or Rs/R0 = 0.94 to be ∼20THz (∼55nm),
centered at ∼330THz (∼908nm). For the simulations,
we took h=170nm and s=140nm. It is instructive to
consider the nature of the bands in this case. For a
shrunken (expanded) unit cell, the higher energy band
has d -(p-) like character, and the lower energy band is
p-(d -) like3. This difference in character has an impor-
tant consequence when an interface is realised between
the two unit cells (see Fig. 1e). The change in charac-
ter of adjacent bands necessitates the formation of edge
states, connecting bands of the same character across the
interface. These can be clearly seen in the interface band
structure shown in Fig. 1e. The edge states exist within
the bandgap, and the interface therefore supports con-
fined modes which form the basis of a topological pho-
tonic waveguide.
We harness the interface edge modes to create an op-
tical ring resonator. A hexagonal array of expanded
unit cells (Re/R0 = 1.05) is embedded within a host
array of shrunken unit cells (Rs/R0 = 0.94), as shown in
Fig. 2a. (In the following, this corresponds to a pertur-
bation of 5.5%.) Internally, each side of the resonator is
8 unit cells in length, such that the total path length of
the interface is ∼ 21µm. FDTD simulations of the res-
onator reveal a characteristic Fabry-Pe´rot spectral mode
FIG. 3. (a) Simulated ring resonator finesse versus side
length L (the number of internal unit cells at the interface) for
a PhC perturbation of 5.5%. The corresponding electric field
intensity profiles are shown to the right (linear scale). Scale
bar 2µm. (b) Simulated Q factor versus perturbation for a
resonator with L = 2. The Q factor is independently evalu-
ated for a host PhC with a side length of 16 unit cells (open
red circles), 32 unit cells (filled blue circles) or 42 unit cells
(filled green diamond). The inset shows the respective sizes of
the resonator PhC (black hexagon) and the host PhC (larger
hexagon, colour coded) in each case. (c) Simulated spatially-
resolved electric field intensity for waveguides with perturba-
tions of 3.5% to 6.5%, on a logarithmic intensity scale. The
mode propagates in the x direction, as indicated. The unit
cell is expanded (shrunken) above (below) the interface, which
is highlighted by the dashed white line. Scale bar 1µm.
structure (Fig. 2b), which lies within the topological
bandgap (determined by monitoring the power radiated
by a dipole source in an expanded-unit-cell PhC). Spa-
tial intensity profiles of the modes as a function of wave-
length are shown in Fig. 2c. Fabry-Pe´rot modes within
the bandgap show strong confinement at the resonator
interface, while non-guided bulk modes are evident out-
side of the bandgap.
Next, we investigate the theoretical dependence of the
resonator finesse (quality factor (Q factor) multiplied by
free spectral range, divided by mode frequency) on the
device dimensions. Fig. 3a shows that for a resonator
with an internal side length of L = 8 unit cells, embed-
ded in a host PhC of shrunken unit cells with side length
of L = 16 unit cells (as considered in Fig. 2, and later
considered experimentally), the simulated finesse for the
highest Q factor mode is ∼10 (Q factor ∼800). The fi-
nesse increases to ∼80 (Q factor ∼1,900) for a ring with
an internal side length of 2 unit cells. Simulated mode
profiles for resonators with L = 2, 4, 6 and 8 unit cells
are also shown in Fig. 3a.
Now we fix the internal size of the ring at 2 unit cells,
3and vary the perturbation (see Fig. 3b). When the size
of the host PhC remains fixed at L = 16 unit cells, a
peak in the Q factor is predicted for a perturbation of
5.5%. The peak arises due to competition between two
effects. First, the propagation length of the waveguide
mode decreases with increasing perturbation,4 explain-
ing the reduction in Q factor for perturbations larger
than 5.5%. Second, the spatial confinement of the modes
reduces as the perturbation reduces. This means that for
the smallest perturbations, the resonator mode begins to
leak out of the host PhC into the surrounding membrane
(as evident from the mode profiles shown in Fig. 3c).
Therefore, the Q factor also reduces if the perturbation
is very small. To demonstrate this more clearly, the sim-
ulations are repeated using a host PhC with a side length
of L = 32 unit cells. The resonator Q factor is seen to in-
crease most significantly for the smallest perturbations,
implying reduced loss into the surrounding membrane.
Computational restrictions prevent our use of FDTD to
determine the ultimate Q factor for the resonator embed-
ded in an infinite host PhC, but a lower limit of ∼ 9, 200
is obtained when the host PhC is increased in size to
L = 42 unit cells, for a perturbation of 3.5%.
Experimentally, we fabricate topological ring res-
onators in a nominally 170nm-thick GaAs membrane, us-
ing standard electron beam lithography and dry etching
techniques. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) im-
age of a representative ring resonator is shown in Fig. 4a.
The resonator has an internal side length of 8 unit cells,
and is embedded in a host PhC with a side length re-
stricted to 16 unit cells due to experimental limitations.
Devices are fabricated with perturbation between 2.5%
(Re/R0 = 1.02, Rs/R0 = 0.97) and 5.5% (Re/R0 = 1.05,
Rs/R0 = 0.94).
To characterise the devices, the sample is mounted in
an exchange gas cryostat, and the waveguide modes of
the resonator are probed using micro-photoluminescence
(µ-PL) spectroscopy. We use an excitation wavelength of
808nm, and focus the laser to a spot size of ∼ 2µm. High
power excitation is used to generate broadband emis-
sion from the QD ensemble. Mirrors in the collection
path, with motorized adjusters, enable the collection of
PL emission from a location either coincident with, or
spatially distinct from, the excitation spot. We first po-
sition the excitation laser spot on one side of the ring
(region ‘b’ in Fig. 4a), and detect light emitted from a
location on the opposite side of the resonator (region
‘Col’ in Fig. 4a). This enables us to detect light cou-
pled to the interface, whilst rejecting PL which is emit-
ted into free space modes. The PL spectrum for a ring
resonator with a unit cell perturbation of 5.5% is shown
in Fig. 4b. Fabry-Pe´rot modes with a period of ∼ 7nm
are observed, consistent with the round-trip path length
of the resonator. The modes have Q factors in the range
200-500, possibly limited by dopant-related absorption in
the GaAs membrane.
We next excite PL at several other positions on the
resonator interface while collecting from the same loca-
FIG. 4. (a) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) overview of
the ring resonator (left, scale bar 2µm) and close up of the
waveguide interface (right, scale bar 200nm). (b-e) PL spectra
for four different excitation locations on the device, as labelled
in (a). In each case, the collection spot was fixed on the left
hand side of the resonator (yellow circle labelled ‘Col’ in (a)).
(f) Spatially-resolved, integrated PL intensity maps for four
different bandwidths, as numbered and highlighted in (b-e).
An SEM image of the device is positioned under each map,
and the interface highlighted with a dashed white line. The
zero of the linear colour scale is transparent. Scale bar 2µm.
tion as previously, and observe that the mode structure
remains unchanged (see Fig. 4c-d). However, when the
excitation location is distinct from the interface (for in-
stance, at the very centre of the resonator), the PL spec-
trum is quite different, and the modes observed previ-
ously at the interface are absent (Fig. 4e)). This is strong
evidence that the modes are confined to the interface. (A
different peak is seen in Fig. 4e. We show below that this
is distinct from the resonator modes.)
To visualise the modes more clearly, we raster scan
the excitation laser across the device, simultaneously ac-
quiring PL spectra from the same (fixed) collection spot
used above. For each excitation position on the device,
4FIG. 5. Dependence of waveguide mode confinement on per-
turbation. Upper panels: Spatially-resolved, integrated PL
intensity maps for different unit cell perturbations (as la-
belled). The integration is for a mode centered at ∼ 865nm
in each case. An SEM image of the device is positioned un-
der each map, and the interface highlighted with a dashed
white line. The zero of the linear colour scale is transparent.
Scale bar 2µm. Lower panels: Simulated spatially-resolved
electric field intensity (linear scale) of a representative ring
resonator mode, for devices with the same perturbations as
in experiment.
we sum the measured PL intensity over three different
bandwidths corresponding to the different Fabry-Pe´rot
modes seen in Fig. 4b-d. The resulting PL intensity maps
are shown in Fig. 4f. Several features are apparent in the
data. Most significantly, PL emission is observed from
all positions along the resonator interface, with a clear
node in the centre of the resonator, showing that light
is guided along the interface. A secondary feature is the
bright region on the left of each intensity map, an arti-
fact of the measurement protocol which corresponds to
the PL collection location. The PL maps also serve to
highlight the location of trenches used to aid fabrication
of the device (for instance, the two bright regions to the
left of the collection location). These were used to accu-
rately position the device schematic over each PL map.
In Fig. 4f we also show an intensity map integrated over
the single peak seen in the PL spectrum from the centre
of the device. The map is quite different to those for the
Fabry-Pe´rot modes seen at the interface, as this peak is
not related to guided modes at the interface.
Finally, we investigate the effect of the unit cell pertur-
bation on the spatial confinement of the resonator modes.
Fig. 5a shows an integrated PL intensity map for each of
four different ring resonators, with unit cell perturbation
increasing from 2.5% to 5.5%. In each case, the inten-
sity map corresponds to a single resonator mode, cen-
tered at ∼ 865nm. A clear trend is observed, with the
mode confinement being strongest for the largest pertur-
bation, and weakening with decreasing perturbation. For
a perturbation of 5.5%, the mode decays over a distance
of 2.7±0.1µm, transverse to the propagation direction.
This value increases to 4.1±0.2µm for a perturbation
of only 2.5%. The change in confinement is consistent
with FDTD simulations (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 5b), which
show that, as the perturbation is decreased, the waveg-
uide mode increasingly extends into the bulk PhC. From
the simulations, we estimate that the spatial extent of
the mode normal to the propagation direction increases
from ∼ 820nm for a perturbation of 5.5% to ∼ 1640nm
for a perturbation of 2.5%. (The discrepancy between
experiment and simulation is due to convolution of the
experimental data with the laser spot size of ∼ 2µm.)
This suggests a robust method to tune the degree of
evanescent coupling between the ring resonator and an
adjoining bus waveguide, for instance in an add-drop fil-
ter. The perturbation is dependent on the location of the
triangular apertures forming the PhC. This is simple to
control lithographically, unlike the case of devices which
rely on fine tuning of the resonator-waveguide spacing.
In conclusion, we have created a GaAs spin Hall topo-
logical photonic ring resonator, and used embedded In-
GaAs QDs to probe the mode structure of the device.
Using spatially resolved PL measurements, we demon-
strated that the modes were confined to the PhC inter-
face. Furthermore, we showed that by controlling the
perturbation of the PhC unit cell, the spatial confine-
ment of the modes could be tuned. The resonator rep-
resents an important building block in the development
of integrated photonic devices using embedded quantum
emitters.
Data supporting this study are openly available from
the University of Sheffield repository.21
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